PLATING ANODES

Custom Manufacturer of Chrome Plating Anodes
for Over 100 Years
WWW.CMPGLOBAL.COM

CMP Global Ltd. has been supplying the plating industry for over 100 years with quality
anodes and fast dependable service. We are proud to be ISO9001:2000 registered and
continue to work at being the best partner to the plating industry.
For the highest quality products, only 100% Anode Grade Material are used in all CMP
Global anodes. We offer a full line of standard and custom alloys for all your plating
needs.
Tin (Sn): ASTM B339
Lead (Pb): ASTM B29
Antimony (Sb): ASTM B237
Cadmium (Cd): ASTM B440
Zinc (Zn): ASTM B6 S.H.G 99.99%

Extruded Lead Alloy Anodes

CMP Global offers a full line of
anodes for Hard Chrome and
Decorative Chrome Plating,
Anodizing, and Tin & Solder
Electroplating. Cast, plate, grid
and extruded anodes are available
in many shapes, sizes, and alloys. In
addition to our solid dimensional line up
listed in this brochure, we can also offer
hollow round anodes in standard sizes from
¾” to 4” OD with wall thicknesses ranging from
1/8” to 1”. Standard Cast Bronze Plastisol covered
hooks are available and custom copper hooks and
hangers can be made to your specifications. Please
see the back page for instruction on how to order.
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Extruded Anode Shapes Available:
Dimensions

Metal

Dimensions

Metal

ROUND

1/8” - 4” Dia
Various Lengths

Tin
Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

ROSETTE

1-1/2” & 2” OD
Various Lengths

Tin
Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

SQUARE

1/8” x 1/8”
- 3” x 3”
Various Lengths

Tin
Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

12 POINT

3” OD
Various Lengths

Tin
Tin/Lead Alloys

RECTANGLE

1/8” - 3”
Max. Width = 5”
Various Lengths

Tin
Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

16 POINT

3” OD
Various Lengths

Tin
Tin/Lead Alloys

“D” STYLE

2” x 3”
Various Lengths

Tin
Tin/Lead Alloys

SAWTOOTH

1-1/4” x 4”
Various Lengths

Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

OVAL

2” x 3”
Various Lengths

Tin
Tin/Lead Alloys

ZIG ZAG

3/16” x 3” with
7/16” Centre
Various Lengths

Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

ELLIPTICAL

2” x 3”
Various Lengths

Tin
Tin/Lead Alloys

RIBBED

3/4” x 3”
Various Lengths

Lead
Tin/Lead Alloys

We also offer cast grate and rolled plate anodes that can fit your custom anode requirements.
Copper cored anodes are also available.

Conforming and Basket Anodes
All diameters and sizes, we can produce
custom conforming anodes as per your
specification. Send us your drawings
and we would be more than happy to
provide you with a quote.
We can produce
Conforming
anodes from ¼” and ½”
thick grate and we can
even produce ¼” plate
that can be machined
with a grid pattern for your
heavy duty requirements.

Rework Anodes
Lead is one of the most recycled metals
on the planet, which is very important for
the environment by keeping reusable lead
out of our land fills. CMP Global Ltd. has
a recycling program where we will re-melt
and bring your alloy back into specification.
We will extrude new anodes from your
own material at considerable cost savings
to you, our customer. Contact us today to
see how you can take advantage of this
program. This is truly a win-win program
that you should be a part of.
Zinc, Tin, Cadmium and Copper Ball
Anodes also available upon request.
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How To Order Anodes
To place an order, the following information is required:
1. Select style of anode and dimension;
2. Select alloy;
3. Choose hook style;
4. Advise the length of the anode. We measure anodes
from where the hook hangs on the bus bar to the
bottom of the anode;
5. Number of anodes to be ordered.
* Plastisol coating is available on all hooks.

Quality
Quality starts with people and we have the best in the business. We
are ISO 9001:2000 registered and have a state-of-the-art metallurgical
lab on site, complete with a Sparks Spectrometer, Atomic Absorption
and Wet Chemical testing to insure your alloy is produced to your
specification. We also have the experience in producing anodes for
100 years and that in its self goes a long way.

CMP Global Ltd.
Tel: 1-604-940-2010
Fax: 1-604-952-2650
Email: sales@cmpglobal.com
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